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Real Estate Buzz: 26 Fort Lawton homes go on sale soon 
By NAT LEVY 

Real Estate Reporter 

For the first time ever, 26 houses at Fort Lawton in Discovery Park will be available for civilians 
to buy.  

Some of the homes were built between 1898 and 1910 — and others were added in the 1930s — 
to house military personnel.  

In recent years they have been rentals, but starting today, the first of the 26 historic houses is up 
for grabs.  

The first house that goes on sale is 
at 4426 Montana Circle. It is priced 
at $799,000, with 1,674 square 
feet, three bedrooms and two-and-
a-half bathrooms.  

More houses will go on the market 
as upgrades and renovations are 
finished. Some are standalone 
houses, and others are duplexes.  

Rise Properties Trust, a Canadian 
real estate investment trust, bought 
the houses in February for $9.5 
million. The seller was the U.S. 
Navy and a subsidiary of Cleveland-
based Forest City Enterprises.  

David Young, Corey Marx and Seth Heikkila of Jones Lang LaSalle brokered the deal.  

Gary Blakeslee of Rise said other potential buyers were interested, but his firm proposed the 
most ambitious improvement plan. He said some of the other proposals involved selling the 
houses as-is to avoid liability. Others would have made only minor improvements, such as new 
paint and appliances.  

The Rise team spent about $200,000 on each of the smaller houses and $600,000 on each of 
the bigger ones. Some are done and others are still getting upgrades. The work includes new 
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electrical, mechanical and plumbing systems; radiant heat in some of the floors; new roofs, paint 
and siding; window repairs; and new appliances. The team is also trying to keep all the 
architectural details that can be saved. “You get the benefits of new construction (but) with 
historic brick walls downstairs and historic exterior,” Blakeslee said. “We think that's pretty 
special.”  

Rise hired GGLO to design the interiors and Bola Architecture + Planning to navigate the 
historic preservation process.  

Thrive Developments, Rise's sister company, is general contractor and project manager. 
Realogics Sotheby's International Realty is the broker, and Caliber Home Loans is the preferred 
lender.  

Other team members are: KPFF Consulting Engineers, I.L. Gross Structural Engineers, Kurkov 
Construction, Shearer Painting, Shamrock Landscaping, Bellevue Hardwood Floors, Topline 
Counters and Savvy Cabinetry.  

The houses are in two neighborhoods: Montana Circle and Officers' Row. Montana Circle was 
built for non-commissioned officers and many of the units had small kitchens, or no kitchens at 
all.  

Rise opened up those houses — which range from around 1,675 to 2,000 square feet — to put in 
bigger kitchens and improve the flow between rooms. Each house has a new powder room off 
the kitchen that can be customized.  

Houses in Officers' Row are significantly larger and were designed for entertaining, said 
Stephanie McMahon, community sales director for Fort Lawton. They start at 4,100 square feet. 
The largest is the General's House, which is 6,655 square feet with six bedrooms and four 
bathrooms.  

The Officers' Row houses will begin to hit the market in February.  

Blakeslee said he isn't sure what the final sales prices will be because the location within 
Discovery Park makes them unique. There are plenty of similar houses around town, McMahon 
said, but the location is an unknown variable.  

Blakeslee said he will probably wait to see what the first houses sell for before deciding how to 
price some of the later ones because he doesn't want to artificially push prices up.  

Fort Lawton opened in 1900 to defend South Puget Sound and to deal with high levels of crime 
in Seattle in the late 1800s. It was one of the largest embarkation points for soldiers and 
supplies in the Pacific Theater during World War II and the Korean War.  

In 1972, the army transferred 391 acres back to the city of Seattle, which the city used to create 
Discovery Park.  

The military retained the houses, and up until a couple of years ago they were rented by military 
personnel from Everett and Marysville, McMahon said. But that made for a nasty commute, so 
the military teamed up with Forest City Enterprises and put the homes up for sale in 2011.  



Existing tenants could reserve the right to buy their home, similar to what happens in a condo 
conversion. Three of those tenants can buy before the houses are available to the public.  

Blakeslee said the history of the houses is both a challenge and an opportunity. He said he had a 
hard time finding contractors to work on the project because it is a relatively small job and it 
was unclear how much work was needed until the houses were opened up.  

Blakeslee said many contractors took a pass because they had other work they knew would be 
profitable, and this one came with a lot of unknowns. But firms on the project team share 
Blakeslee's vision of a unique opportunity to make 26 century-old houses viable for another 
century.  

“I think the most interesting part is this rich volume of history, and then a blank canvass to take 
it into the future,” he said.  

 

 


